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The composition of air bubbles in ice reveals very important
information about the composition of the atmosphere when
the ice was formed. One must be careful in interpreting the
results of analyses, however, because the process of gas enclo-
sure in ice is not yet understood.

The purpose of this field project was to fill some of the gaps
in information. In connection with the Polar Ice Coring Office
(Pico) core-drilling project at South Pole Station, the following
work was undertaken; (1) sample collection and analysis of air
that fills the pore space in firn; (2) investigation of variations
in the size of ice crystals with depth; and (3) observations of
the evolution of the shape of pores in firn as depth increases.
The experiments and some preliminary results are described
in this article.

Analysis of air in pore space in firn. Air filling the pore space
in firn is connected through air channels to the atmosphere at
the surface. It is believed that, due to air pressure changes and
the effect of surface winds, the air in the open pores is mixed
with atmospheric air. It is not known how fast the mixing
occurs, but the existence of this mixing has been shown by
39Ar activity measurements of argon extracted from very young
ice samples at Crete. Raynaud and Delmas (1975) claim that at
a depth of only a few meters the air filling the pore space in
firn is depleted in carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). They found CO2
concentrations in air from fim samples from Pionerskaya to be
160 parts per million and in samples from Vostok, 240 parts
per million, instead of about 320 parts per million in atmo-
spheric air at the time of sampling. More recent results from
gas analysis of ice samples raises some doubt as to how rep-
resentative these results are. Therefore, it is important to col-
lect and analyze air samples out of firn with improved sam-
pling and analyzing techniques.

One such technique involves collecting air samples in situ
by lowering a teflon tube into a borehole to a certain depth

and then filling the space between the tube and the borehole
wall with snow. This is done to avoid merely collecting atmo-
spheric air at the bottom of the open borehole and because,
during the time the borehole is open, the air in the surround-
ing firn could exchange with the atmosphere. It is estimated
that after the hole has been closed for about a year, a new
equilibrium will be established.

Work of this sort was undertaken at South Pole Station 13-19
January 1981. A teflon tube having an inner diameter of 2
millimeters was lowered to a depth of 85 meters into a borehole
drilled by iico in January 1978. A glass frit at the lower end of
the tube prevented clogging of the tube entrance. Every 2
meters the teflon tube was fixed with tape to a 1-millimeter
steel rope in such a way that it could glide along the rope.
After the tube was lowered, the hole was filled with surface
snow. The flow through the teflon tube into a calibrated and
evacuated volume was measured and compared with calcu-
lated values.

On the basis of these measurements, we conclude that the
teflon tube probably broke apart in the middle where the two
pieces of tube had to be connected. Therefore, the inlet is now
not at the desired 85-meter depth, but at 35 meters. For the
main purpose of the experiment—measurement of carbon
dioxide concentration—the air at 35 meters will provide just
as interesting information as the air at 85 meters. However,
for measurement of mixing rate or mean age of the air at a
certain depth (e.g., by measuring krypton-85 activity), the 85-
meter depth would have been better. Initial sampling was
done while the tube was in the open hole and also a few days
after filling the hole with snow. As mentioned earlier, more
representative samples can be collected in approximately 1
year.

Periodic variations of ice crystal size. The size of ice crystals
increases with time and therefore with depth. In ice samples
from Camp Century we observed this phenomenon as well as
a periodic variation in the crystal size, the length of which
may correspond to an annual layer as a result of the tempera-
ture at Camp Century rising to close to the melting point
during the summer. To learn whether periodic variations are
also present in ice from a location where the temperature
remains well below melting during summer, it was planned
to analyze thin sections prepared from ice cores taken approx-
imately 160 meters below the surface at South Pole Station.
That was not possible since the hole from which the core was
to be taken was only 106 meters deep; thus, the thin sections
were made of a 50-centimeter-long piece of core from a depth
of 106 meters drilled by rico in December 1980. Analysis of
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Number of crystal boundary intercepts per 2-centimeter length along a core section of 50-centimeter length from 106-meter depth. Smooth
curve shows a variation in the number of crystal boundary intercepts (crystal size) within an estimated annual layer thickness.

thin sections from firn samples is difficult due to the complex-
ity of pore shapes; therefore, the results may be a little less
reliable than they might be had they been taken from ice
samples. The figure gives the intercepts over a path of 2 cen-
timeters perpendicular to the core axes, as a function of depth.
The measurements of the intercepts show great scattering. The
10 values of running means indicate a variation, with the
length of a period close to the estimated thickness of an annual
layer at this depth (see figure). We do not know why these
variations occur. They could be a remnant of original differ-
ences in crystal shape and size in the precipitation; if this were
the case, one would expect the amplitude of the variations to
decrease as depth increases. The variations also could be
caused by impurities that influence crystal growth and the
concentrations of which show seasonal variations; if this were
the case, one would expect stable or increasing amplitude of
variations as depth increases. Knowing why these variations
occur may well be the key to understanding why crystal size
decreases at the transition from recent to Pleistocene ice and
why there are variations of the total air content.

Evolution of the void shape in firn. Close-off depth is defined
as the point at which the entire pore space is isolated in bub-
bles and is no longer connected to the surface. There is some
controversy over whether close-off of single bubbles starts a
few meters below the surface and the number of bubbles
formed increases roughly linearly with depth until the last one
is closed off at the close-off depth, or whether close-off occurs
mainly just a few meters above close-off depth.

Knowing where close-off occurs is important in determining
age of air in snow. For example, at the South Pole the snow at
close-off depth (approximately 120 meters) is already about
2,000 years old; one model suggests that the air enclosed at
close-off is modern, the other that the air has a mean age of
about 1,000 years. To understand the close-off process better
and to check certain hypotheses, thin sections about 1 milli-
meter thick taken from ice samples from depths of 75, 85, 95,
and 105 meters were prepared and photographed. Preliminary
conclusions based on the observations of these pictures are:

1. At 75 meters, the void has a structure similar to froth. It
is difficult to see a geometrical regularity except that several
rings with six nodes seem to exist.

2. With increasing depth, more and more channels between
the nodes are closed off. At 75 meters, many nodes have four
branches. At 95 and 105 meters, most nodes have only three
branches.

3. No thin lamellas which separate isolated void spaces are
observed. (These could easily break during handling of firn
samples or during removal of air from the open pore space by
evacuating the surrounding of a firn sample.)

In conclusion, the void shape in firn from the South Pole is
still too complex to be described by a simple geometrical
model. However, the shape is much less complex than that
found at a corresponding depth at Camp Century. With the
simpler void shape in the firn, the enclosure of bubbles in the
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transition zone will be less complex, too. At a firn temperature
of —50°C, the portion of gases adsorbed at the firn grain surface
is expected to be minimal. Therefore, it is believed that gases
enclosed in ice samples from South Pole Station represent the
composition of the atmosphere at the time of enclosure better
than ice samples previously available.
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Programs, and i'ico (NSF contract DPP 74-08414) for making the
fieldwork possible and for providing excellent working con-
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Ice core drilling, 1980-1981
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The Polar Ice Coring Office (Pico) conducted field tests of an
intermediate-depth ice core drill at Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station during December 1980. Ice cores collected from
two test holes of 49 meters and 108 meters were logged, pack-
aged, and stored at the station for future sampling by other
investigators.

The drill, designed and built by the U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), had been tested
in Greenland during 1976 and had undergone several modi -
fications at both CRREL and PiCO prior to deployment to Ant-
arctica in 1980. The objective during this season was to test
the unit to a depth of 500 meters, collecting continuous ice
core from the South Pole Station for later analysis. A drill
shelter and core-processing laboratory van were set up in the
center of the taxiway oval at the station. Drilling commenced
using the original components of the CRREL drill: a 3,000-kil-
ogram winch unit with armored cable, a horizontal tower, and
various combinations of lightweight fiberglass drill barrels
driven by a submersible pump motor. Drilling proceeded to
a depth of 49 meters; beyond that depth the drill could not
penetrate vertically. Runs made with an inclinometer indi-
cated that the hole was being drilled in an ever-increasing
spiral; this resulted in the drill's being wedged in the curved
hole, thus preventing further penetration. It appeared that the
drill was too light to deploy the cable properly and control
penetration speed.

A new hole was then started using a heavier (120 kilograms)
drill built by PICO. This unit collects core 4 inches (10.16 cen-
timeters) in diameter, in contrast to the CRREL drill, which
collects 3-inch (7.62-centimeter) core. Four days of drilling
produced promising results: core of excellent quality averaging
1.40 meters per run during the first 90 meters, average core
retrieval of 5.5 meters per hour, and winch line speeds of up
to 400 feet per minute (122 meters/minute) during raising of
the drill. At a depth of 92 meters, a line tension of 4,000 pounds
(1,818 kilograms) was registered by the load cell during core
break. When the drill was brought up, two breaks in the cable's
armored jacket were apparent, and in other places the cable's
neoprene sheath showed evidence of the cable's being slightly
birdcaged. The damaged 100-meter portion of the cable was

removed, and drilling continued to a depth of 105 meters,
where the cable broke again during a core break that registered
over 4,500 pounds (2,045 kilograms); the cable was again short-
ened and reterminated. On the next run it again broke, and
the drillers decided to terminate the season's drilling because
of the increasing danger to both personnel and equipment in
the event of catastrophic cable failure. The change to the larger
diameter i'ico drill produced an expected increase in line ten-
sion needed to break the core, but the tension as recorded on
the load cell should not have been sufficient to break the cable
if it had been manufactured and spooled to the designer's
specifications. The complete drill has been returned to the PICO
workshop for further engineering research concerning core-
break, cable, and winch design.

The PICO core-drilling program at South Pole Station was
augmented by studies conducted by the Physics Institute,
University of Bern, of the process of gas enclosures in ice and
the composition of air enclosed in bubbles in cold ice. Data
from their study should provide information about the com-
position of the atmosphere at the time the ice formed. Exper-
iments were conducted in which air filling the pore space in
the firn was collected and analyzed, and determinations were
made of the variations in crystal size and shape of pores with
increasing depth (see Stauffer, Antarctic Journal, this issue).

In addition to the drill test at the South Pole Station, PICO
prepared and loaned a National Science Foundation Swiss
shallow drill (100-meter capability) to the British Antarctic
Survey for use in their drilling program on the Antarctic Pen-
insula. The British successfully collected cores from two holes
of 30 meters and 83 meters. Unfortunately, this drill suffered
severe damage and was not recovered after being dropped off
the drilling tower and falling free from the surface to the bot-
tom of the 83-meter hole.

Two members of the Pico team visited the Ross Ice Shelf
Project drill camp J-9 and recovered a recorder and magnetic-
data tape from the Norsk Polarinstitutt oceanographic freeze-
in experiment.

The PiCO drill team included Jay Arneson, Leendert Kersten,
Karl Kuivinen, John Litwak, Philip Marshall, and Richard Till-
son. Bernhard Stauffer of the Physics Institute, University of
Bern, Switzerland, conducted the core analysis and gas sam-
pling program upon completion of the drilling.

The Polar Ice Coring Office is supported under National
Science Foundation contract DPP 74-08414.
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